
SEA WATER PROPERTIES 

 

Name___________________________TA/Section______________________ 

  

 The density of seawater varies from place to place in the ocean, depending on evaporation 

and rainfall rates, river runoff, and water temperature.  The density of the water in which marine 

organisms live influences several aspects of their lives, such as the flotation of planktonic forms.  

In addition, sinking masses of higher-density seawater carry oxygen-rich waters from the surface 

to greater depths, as less-dense nutrient-rich water moves upward.  Finally, sinking of high-

density cold seawater in the north Atlantic drives the global circulation of water throughout the 

world's ocean basins. 

 Today's lab exercise will demonstrate the relationships between water density, temperature, 

and salinity. 

 

Objectives: 

 • To observe the effects of water temperature and salinity on density 

 

***************************************************************************  

EXERCISE A:  Effects of salinity 

 • At one of the stations on the side counter find two types of water – fresh tap water  

  (colored blue) and water saturated with table salt (colored red).  The red solution is  

  said  to be "saturated" because it contains as much salt as it can hold.  It's really   

  salty.  The fresh tap water contains no added salt. 

 

Experiment 1.  Density comparisons 

 1. Fill a plastic cup half full of red salty water, and fill another cup half full of blue  

  freshwater. 

 2. Gently tilt both cups so that the liquids almost touch, and allow the blue water to  

  flow very slowly over the red water.  Gently place the full cup on the benchtop so  

  everyone can see it. 

 3. Draw what you see in the space below.  Label the two types of water and note   

  whether there is a zone of mixing between them. 

  

  



 4. Repeat the experiment, only this time pour the salty red water over the fresh blue.   

  Draw what you see in the space below and describe in words what happened. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experiment 2.  Floating egg demonstration  

 1. Fill a plastic cup half full of red salty water, and fill another cup half full of blue  

  freshwater. 

 2. Write down a prediction as to which water would provide more buoyancy to a   

  floating object. 

 3. Place a hard-boiled egg into each cup.   

 

  Written prediction: 

 

   

 

  What you actually saw: 

 

  

 

  Do your results confirm or negate your hypothesis? 

 

 

  Would a swimmer be more buoyant in a freshwater lake or in the ocean? 

  



EXERCISE B:  Effects of temperature 

 • At one of the stations on the side counter find two types of water – hot tap water  

  (colored red) and ice-cold water (colored blue). 

 

Experiment 1.  Hot red over cold blue 

 1. Fill a plastic cup half full with hot red water.  Fill another cup half full of cold blue  

  water. 

 2. Gently tilt both cups so that the liquids almost touch, and allow the red water to   

  flow very slowly over the blue water.  Avoid turbulent flow as much as possible,  

  since the objective of the experiment is to keep the two liquids separated, if   

  possible.  Gently place the full cup on the benchtop so everyone can see it. 
   *Hint:  the red and blue liquids should stratify in this exercise.  If yours do not, you may be  

  pouring too fast.  Keep trying until you make them stratify. 

 3. Draw what you see in the space below.  Based on your results, which liquid, cold or  

  hot, is more dense? 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experiment 2.  Cold blue over hot red 

 1. Repeat the experiment, this time pouring the cold blue water over the hot red.    

  Gently place the full cup on the benchtop so everyone can see it. 

 2. Draw what you see in the space below.  Compare this result, IN WORDS, with the  

  result from Experiment 1.  

 

 

 


